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About This Game

When Isaac’s mother starts hearing the voice of God demanding a sacrifice be made to prove her faith, Isaac escapes into the
basement facing droves of deranged enemies, lost brothers and sisters, his fears, and eventually his mother.

Gameplay
The Binding of Isaac is a randomly generated action RPG shooter with heavy Rogue-like elements. Following Isaac on his

journey players will find bizarre treasures that change Isaac’s form giving him super human abilities and enabling him to fight
off droves of mysterious creatures, discover secrets and fight his way to safety.

About the Binding Of Isaac: Rebirth
The Binding of Isaac: Rebirth is the ultimate of remakes with an all-new highly efficient game engine (expect 60fps on most

PCs), all-new hand-drawn pixel style artwork, highly polished visual effects, all-new soundtrack and audio by the the sexy
Ridiculon duo Matthias Bossi + Jon Evans. Oh yeah, and hundreds upon hundreds of designs, redesigns and re-tuned

enhancements by series creator, Edmund McMillen. Did we mention the poop?

Key Features:

Over 500 hours of gameplay

4 BILLION Seeded runs!

20 Challenge runs
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450+ items, including 160 new unlockables

Integrated controller support for popular control pads!

Analog directional movement and speed

Tons of feature film quality animated endings

Over 100 specialized seeds

2-Player local co-op

Over 100 co-op characters

Dynamic lighting, visual effects and art direction

All-new game engine @60FPS 24/7

All-new soundtrack and sound design

Multiple Save slots

Poop physics!

The ultimate roguelike

A bunch of achievements

Uber secrets including:

10 Playable Characters

100+ enemies, with new designs

Over 50 bosses, including tons of new and rare bosses

Rooms FULL OF POOP!

Mystic Runes

Upgradeable shops
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Title: The Binding of Isaac: Rebirth
Genre: Action
Developer:
Nicalis, Inc.
Publisher:
Nicalis, Inc.
Release Date: 4 Nov, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP

Processor: Core 2 Duo

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Discreet video card

Storage: 449 MB available space

Sound Card: Yes

English
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You will feel for this character, I promise you that.

"ISAAC!!!"

Purchased Rebirth just over a week ago and enjoyed it so much I got Afterbirth and Afterbirth + days after.
Immediately had to go back to Rebirth installation because I couldn't get past the first boss level on Afterbirth + I tried though,
oh did I try.

This title is as deep as the abyss and a challenging play to say the least; especially considering the endless unlocks, game modes
and synergies available for the player.

It is packed full of secrets, unlockable characters and items that vary from being an average kid to astrology, religion,
mythology, fear, confinement, luxuries, viruses, the list goes on! Many childhood feelings\/fears have been crammed into this
game and I love it.

Game play is fantastic, smooth and very simple. Creatures are well done, you can guess what they may do from the visual
effects, or colour. However the patterns they attack in can be very different, so don't be fooled!

It has the glorious "one more run" appeal that can have you cursing like a sailor when the run goes bad.
It isn't hard to get the grips of the controls at all.

Music is amazing, it is mostly heavy\/dark spelunking sounds, with some wicked guitar. The rest is overlayed with small noises
you don't expect. Sometimes I take out my headphones and think there's a car alarm or knocking going on outside the game, but
nope! This is Binding of Isaac.

10\/10. Prepare to get f in the a and git gut. \u221a Cute creepiness
\u221a Retro Graphic
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\u221a Infinite Power ups
\u221a Awesome soundtrack
\u221a Basement
\u221a Crippling depression
\u221a Matricide
\u221a Crack open hard poop to get stuff
\u221a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665on the floor to hurt your enemies

10\/10. Playing co-op on this game is not what I expected. Instead of playing as two emo little dough-boys, the second player
takes the form a a flying mini emo bug.however, he can shoot as well. reminds me of how Super Mario Galaxy was "two-player"
but even though you'd expect player 2 to be Luigi or a toad or something like that( as I expected), Player 2 is an off-screen
'being' that can't actually play like player 1 or interact with anything, but can pick up coins and stun enemies.. Overall on of my
5 favorite games.

The random chaotic nature of each game, the bosses, the exploding flies, and the fact that luck can make or break you just
increase the euphoria received from a good round.

I would suggest this to anyone, but some advice. NEVER pick up Bobs Brain!. I absolutely ADORE this game! It's so incredibly
fun. The mechanics are quite reminiscent of the dungeons from the original Legend of Zelda, which I have always found
fantastic! Highly recommend. This game is a walk in the park. Except the grass is on fire, and you are on fire, and the trees are
on fire, and everything is on fire because you are literally in Hell.. This game is full
of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Really just fills you up with the white stuff. The highlight is when you go
into your moms uterus and cry on an aborted fetus. 10\/10 would fap again.. Its alright, I put a few hours in to it. Extremely fun.
LARGE REPLAY VALUE
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randomly generated levels and so lots of replayability. lots of powerups too so each run is different. pretty much will run on
anything and can be played without a mouse so nice game for a laptop. A classic. Challenging for a beginner but addictive for
any regular players, lots of replayability, and raging.. the best game. Amazing game, lots of fun!. A truly stellar title. I love this
game, I could probably claim it to be my favorite game ever. I find dungeon crawls and games where you gotta restart every
time you die tedious as hell, but this game pulls it off with flying colors. I can't remember how long ago I got this, but the flash
version was my first every game on steam and Rebirth (and the DLCS) came soon after, so I think it was probably five years ago
at least. This game nails everything perfectly, (almost) every item and trinket is super unique and has fun synergies, every boss is
designed while and has unique moves and attacks (besides Delirium), the characters aren't too difficult to unlock and in my
opinion are all fun to play, the story is sad and fulfilling to uncover, the graphics are nice and everything seems as if it was
thought about, and of course the music...The music is one of the best aspect of the game, and while I believe the flash version
had the best music Afterbirth+ still has very good music. The difficulty is crippling in the first few hours but after that you
should get it down easily, unless RNG screws you over. I could talk about this game for hours and hours on end, but as this
review is pretty lengthy I will leave you with this: If anything you read in this review sounds appealing and you're on the fence
about getting the game, I would 100% recommend buying it. One of the best games ever...Dark...Bullet Hell....Hard bosses. Ive
been playing on the Xbox (because my computer is crap) Anyway i gotta shut up....Try BOI its fantastic.
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